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Throughout history societies have engaged in large projects, some 

construction, some military, some scientific, some religious, and 

some intellectual, to bring communities together. There have 

been different drivers of these activities, from egotistical despots, 

to the community itself. There is usually someone facilitating the 

vision and completion of the goal.  

 

Think of John F. Kennedy’s charge to put someone on the moon by 

the end of the sixties, FDR’s New Deal, the building of pyramids by 

the Mayans, Egyptians, Aztecs, roads by the Incas, and Romans. All 

grand projects that focused society’s vision and resources on a 

common goal and if the leader did not destroy the community, 

with the project, it brought them together. Today, in Nehemiah, 

we find the people of Israel celebrating the completion of two 

such projects. The rebuilding of Jerusalem’s city wall and Ezra’s 

completing the work on the precursor of the Torah, the Law and 

teachings of Moses. 

 

The return to Jerusalem from exile in Babylon began 

approximately 80 years before this event when Cyrus declared 

that Israel could return and rebuild Jewish life, under Persian 

rule. What those first returnees found in the city was their temple 

in ruins, their city in shambles, and divisions within and without 

the crumbling walls. Those that had been left behind and who had 
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moved in during the exile were not pleased to see the Judeans 

returning. They saw competition, potential threat and probably a 

rising fear that they would loose status and privilege. With each 

returning group from exile a little more of the work was 

completed and finally this day, the “first day of the seventh 

month.” The implicit date being September 444 or 443 BCE. This 

day would evolve into Rosh Hashanah, the Jewish New Year 

celebrating the birth of the universe.  

 

There is an undercurrent here of wanting to get back “to normal,” 

the golden years when David was king and Solomon’s Temple was 

the center of worship and the beating heart of the kingdom. The 

place where God resided among the people. But here we also see a 

beginning to adaptation to the new reality of Judah’s life. One of 

the big changes is the writing down of what has been an oral 

tradition. The estimate is that at this time less than three percent 

of Israel could read or write and Ezra, being a scribe, was one of 

those elite. The people call Ezra to bring out the “the book of the 

law of Moses” into the square before the Water Gate, near, but 

outside of the temple.    

 

This is the first proclamation of scripture to the people and in 

bringing it to all the people. In Hebrew the word ‘men,’ and 

haltingly in English was grammatically inclusive of gender, but 

here it is addressed to “in the presence of the men and the women 

and those who could understand";--this includes children, and all 

the ears were attentive, for 6-7 hours they were attentive. Not 

only were the people, for the first time able to hear the written 
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word proclaimed but there was interpretation going on at the 

same time. It should be comforting for preachers to hear that even 

when scripture was new it needed interpreting. It is a recognition 

that the people share in God’s power by understanding God’s 

word. Their interpretation of the scripture focuses on the joy of 

God, not on the demands of God’s law. Interpretation in Jewish 

tradition is an ongoing process, a partnership where humans 

interpret divine text. 

 

The world is going into its third year of exile caused by a virus 

that shall not be named. Like those ancient Judeans the return has 

not been as promised or expected. Dealing with variances of the 

virus and having to learn more of the Greek alphabet than most of 

us wanted to. Then there is vaccine hesitancy, anti-masking, anti-

vaxers, inadequate communication, breakthrough infections, 

overcrowded hospitals, limited treatments and anger on all sides.  

We have only been at this for two years between the years in exile 

and years of the return and rebuild the Israelites are at 160 years. 

 

Sometimes it is hard to remember that in Paul’s metaphor the we 

are all members of one body. Which can point to the congregation, 

community nation or all of humanity. That every member, while 

we use member to point to membership in the club, the original 

or archaic or medical term is a body part, organ, or limb. This is 

what Paul is pointing to in First Corinthians. Yet we encounter the 

anger and resistance of those who feel threatened that they will 

lose something if they allow themselves to be recognized as a 
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member or recognize others as equal members. Not unlike those 

who did not welcomed the people back to Jerusalem.  

 

Paul is very clear here: all members are equally necessary for the 

full flourishing of the body and that to emphasize certain 

members, to the detriment of others, can be destructive of the 

whole body. The belief that one’s individual rights or personal 

freedoms have precedence over meeting the good of the whole is 

detrimental to the body. If one member is suffering all are 

suffering.  

 

Verse 27 has Paul use the Greek pronoun humeis, an emphatic 

plural, “YOU are the body of Christ” drawing attention to the 

collective identity of the community, a community endowed with 

a wide variety of spiritual  gifts, all are equally important. 

Paraphrasing someone out of my past, all 

congregations/communities have all the gifts they need to serve 

the ministries they are called to, they just have to hear and 

recognize the call and gifts.  

 

For Paul our neighbors are not just people like us but it is to the 

diversity within the Body of Christ that the church should aspire. 

Diversity is an essential component to the full functioning of the 

body. Remembering, first; all members of the church have gifts for 

ministry. Second; the members of the church have different gifts 

for ministry; we are not clones of each other, and third the 

different gifts come to life in the context of the whole.  
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There will not no listing of Paul’s spiritual gifts, but I challenge 

you to sit with, and discern which gift or gifts or maybe even a 

different gift that isn’t on one of Paul’s lists, that calls to you. 

Additionally, I challenge you to think about the community 

around you and what gifts are discerned there with the mind set 

that every community has all the gifts that are needed for the 

ministry, diakoneo of all believers. 

 

Closing with a quote from Pastor Katie Hines-Shah1 

“Nehemiah, Ezra, and the Levites didn’t let grief have the final say. 

The leaders of Jerusalem explain, “This day is holy to the Lord 

your God.” God, it turns out, does not despise the Hebrew people’s 

incomplete wall or smaller temple. God is not waiting for safety, 

prosperity, and peace before reentering the people’s story. 

Indeed, God was with the people in exile. God will be with them in 

and through the return.  

 

The pandemic may or may not be almost over. People may or may 

not return. Our churches may do many wonderful things, even if 

they do not return to glory days gone by. Our churches may even 

die. But this day is still holy, because God says so. God is not 

waiting for the pews and plates to be filled, for the Sunday school 

to be bustling or the music uplifting. God is here now, calling 

God’s people to “eat the fat and drink the sweet wine,” to 

celebrate the goodness of God. 

 

Our celebrations must by necessity stretch beyond our walls. 

Portions must be allotted for those who have nothing, in our day 
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as in Nehemiah’s. The word speaks service to our neighbor in 

need, and meeting them is a cure for our naiveté. Success was 

never the promise, but God’s presence always has been and 

always will be. 

 

And the celebrant read: Will you strive for justice and peace 

among all people, and respect the dignity of every human being.  

And the people answer: I will with God’s help.  

 

“It isn’t the day we envisioned, but it is holy because God is in it.” 

 

 
 

1: The Christian Century: Sunday’s Coming January 21, 2022 Pastor Katie Hines-Shah 


